Top 10 SEO
Best Practices
for 2016

As the new year gets underway, it’s a natural time for
reflection, remembrance, and resets. As the Bazaarvoice
SEO Team reflected on our 2015 wins, challenges, and
discoveries, we developed this 2016 Top 10 SEO to-do
list. We hope this mix of general design recommendations
and pointers for managing review content display will help
Bazaarvoice clients continue to extract the most SEO value
from their consumer-generated content (CGC) programs.
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Here, presented in reverse order,
are our top 10 SEO to-dos for 2016:
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   Invest

in responsive design

Even though Google has documented proper techniques to
tag equivalent desktop and mobile experiences, 2016 is the
year to simplify and consolidate into a single responsive design.
Managing separate experiences for desktop and mobile can be
painfully inefficient and difficult to sustain. Our research finds
again and again that SEO-related mistakes are compounded
in sites that are not yet responsive.
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2016 is the
year to simplify
and consolidate
into a single
responsive
design

9

  Say

goodbye to tabs

There has undoubtedly been a migration away from tabs toward
longform design over the past couple years. If your site has not
moved in the direction of longform design yet, we recommend
doing so in 2016, both to improve the user experience and to drive
better SEO. Our data shows that a growing number of users scroll all the
way to the footer as they scan the entire page for relevant information,
so it’s optimal to present information immediately, instead of requiring
a click. Longform design also significantly reduces the chances that
the content of your pages will be ignored by search engines.
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Identify and track your most
valuable search phrases
This practice has stood the test of time and remains highly valuable.
Every page on your site should have defined primary and secondary
target search phrases. By knowing your target search phrases for
each page, and monitoring them weekly, you can understand the
impact of enhancements and quickly catch issues. While most pages
will receive traffic from more than two keywords/phrases, as often as
not, the majority of traffic comes from only one or two.
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One more thing to
consider: Reach
customers earlier in
the buying journey
When it comes
to SEO, category-level pages
are often the weakest pages
on a typical website.

7

Eliminate microsites for reviews
Some years ago, microsites were a preferred technique for getting
SEO value out of review content, but that is no longer the case. As we
enter 2016, we are in full agreement with most industry professionals
that reviews microsites are no longer a recommended practice – even
in cases where a server-side integration is not an option. After dozens
of experiments, evaluation of hundreds of domains, and a multitude
of enhancements to Bazaarvoice’s integrated ratings and reviews
solution, we know that it is best to integrate review content on the
main site and eliminate reviews-focused microsites.

6

 
Place

consumer-generated content
before product details
Recent research from Forrester Consulting confirms that shoppers
trust content generated by other consumers 3 to 4 times more than
they trust content presented directly by a brand. In 2016, find ways to
prioritize the presentation of CGC ahead of marketing copy and product
specifications to get that critical content in front of customers more
quickly. Testing various layouts with a statistically significant sample will
indicate the approach that resonates with your customers. Remember,
search engines like Google strive to send users to websites that have
the most satisfying user experiences – a strong presence of fresh,
social content is an easy way to impress bots and consumers alike.
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Traditional category
pages have a few
shortcomings:
• The content isn’t very fresh
• Typical category page content
(photos, prices, and links)
tells Google that there is
better information elsewhere
• Googlebots recognize the
content in a category page
as marketing copy – and deem
it less relevant
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Prioritize category and list pages
The least optimized pages in the majority of domains are
category-like pages. In 2016, apply correct structured markup to
each item, make sure that semantically-proper h1 and h2 tags are used
for all headings, experiment with page title optimization, and strive
to have at least 1200 words of relevant and unlinked content on these
pages. Titles, headings and content should be optimized to focus
on no more than two target search phrases. Also investigate whether
Bazaarvoice Spotlights is a good fit for your business – it can be a
powerful tool to improve SEO and the user experience of these pages.

4

 
Sort

review content by relevance

The proprietary Bazaarvoice relevance sort algorithm has been
demonstrated to increase revenue per visitor by 4% compared with
other sort options in multiple experiments. Our algorithm shows
preference to the types of reviews that help users more efficiently
determine if a product will meet their needs. Conveniently, these
types of reviews are also preferred by search engines.
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There is a fairly easy
fix for these problems
that will significantly
enhance search
performance. Surfacing
fresh, relevant social
content on category pages.

ENTER...
BAZAARVOICE
SPOTLIGHTS ™
Spotlights builds on your
existing CGC program and
drives as much as 25% more
search traffic to category pages
– capturing customers in the
discovery phase of their journey.
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Display at least 8 reviews on item
pages by default
Item pages, such as product pages or location pages, should include
review content as well. Across the web today, users now expect to
find opinions of other consumers visible on the item page, and review
content enriches pages from an SEO standpoint. Therefore, we
recommend that you display at least eight reviews per page, rather than
creating separate pages for each piece of review content. Of course,
if fewer than eight reviews are available for a particular product, you
should show what is available.

2

 
Use

Microdata for structured markup

While search engines support formats other than Microdata, such
as RDFa and JSON-LD, we strongly recommend you consistently
use Microdata, the most well-understood and proven format for
structured markup. Replace other formats with properly-formatted
Microdata. This practice is critical because search engines do not
react favorably when markup formats are mixed within the same
page. Even if structured data testing tools report “All Good,” mixed
structured data types prevent your site from receiving the full value
of structured data.
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Remember, search
engines like Google
strive to send users
to websites that have
the most satisfying
user experiences – a
strong presence of
fresh, social content
is an easy way to
impress bots and
consumers alike
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And finally, if you do nothing else in
2016, get structured markup correct
On June 2, 2016, we will celebrate the five-year anniversary of
schema.org. If you are not familiar with schema.org, or its purpose,
and you are in the online marketing industry, it’s time to catch up.
Schema.org is a common system of data labeling that the world’s
leading search engines asked websites to implement back in 2011.
Good markup means that search engines can effectively interpret the
various types of topics, numbers, and content within the pages of
a website. Learn more about structured markup in our recent client
resource book, Five-Star SEO.

Learn more about structured-markup in our
recent client resource book, Five-Star SEO
http://bv-url.com/5StarSEO

Rating 5.0

If SEO is on
your mind,
Take a closer look
at Spotlights and
see if it’s a valuable
way to expand your
CGC program
Click here to learn
more about special
pricing currently
available and
request a demo »

DEMO

SEND OUR SEO TOP 10
TO A COLLEAGUE!
Be social with us!
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About Bazaarvoice
Bazaarvoice is a network that connects businesses to the authentic voices of people where they shop. Each month, more
than 400 million people view and share authentic opinions, questions and experiences, and Bazaarvoice powers over 30
million local service reviews. The company’s technology platform amplifies these voices into the places that influence purchase
decisions. Network analytics help marketers and advertisers provide more engaging experiences that drive brand awareness,
consideration, sales, and loyalty. Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Bazaarvoice has offices across North America and Europe.
For more information, visit www.bazaarvoice.com, read the blog at bazaarvoice.com/blog, and follow us on Twitter at
twitter.com/bazaarvoice.
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